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Tocatta Marziale Ralph Vaughan Williams 
Vaughan Williams' army days in the First World War had been 
saturated with the sounds of marches and light band music; 
he knew well that these flimsy selections fell far below both 
the technical abilities of the skillful men who played them 
and the idiomatic potential of their instruments. Thus his 
Tocatta Marziale stands out as a brilliant technical showpiece, 
conceived for the Royal Military Band to show off at the 
British Empire Exhibition of 1924. The piece builds all its 
forward momentum from a single rhythmic motive, heard at 
the outset, into a dramatic climax thoroughly unlike the 
sluggish tempos and four-square rhythms usually heard in 
band music heretofore. 
Amazing Grace Frank Ticheli (b. 1958) 
J amilah McClaren, conductor 
The hymn Amazing Grace was written by John Newton (1725-
1807), a slave ship captain who, after years of transporting 
slaves across the Atlantic Ocean to the New World, suddenly 
saw through divine grace the evilness of his acts. Ticheli's 
interpretation was commissioned by John Whitwell in 
memory of his father, John Harvey Whitwell, and was first 
performed in 1994. Ticheli wrote: 
"I wanted my setting of Amazing Grace to reflect the powerful 
simplicity of the words and melody -to be sincere, to be direct, 
to be honest - and not through the use of novel harmonies 
and clever tricks, but by traveling traditional paths in search 
of truth and authenticity." 
"I believe that music has the power to take us to a place that 
words alone cannot. And so my own feelings about Amazing 
Grace reside in this setting itself. The harmony, texture, 
orchestration, and form are inseparable, intertwined so as to 
be perceived as a single expressive entity." 
Fortress Frank Ticheli 
Fortress, composed in 1988 and Ticheli's firsthand work, is 
built around three musical ideas. The first, a "call motif' 
played by the solo trumpet, is followed immediately by the 
main theme in the low brass, whose rhythms and accents 
recall an aimy on the march. After a legato third theme is 
introduced by the oboe and alto saxophone a short time later, 
the piece builds to an ever heightening series of climaxes in 
which the themes are combined in a variety of instrumental 
timbres and textures. 
The Lord of the Rings Johan De Meij (b. 1953) 
Mindy Christensen, conductor 
I. Gandalf ("The Wizard") 
De Meij's first symphony, The Lord of the Rings, is based on 
the trilogy of the same name by J. R. Tolkien published in 
1955. The symphony, written between March 1984 and 
December 1987, premiered in Brussels in March 1988. The 
following year, it won first prize in the Sudler International 
Wind Band Composition Competition. The first movement 
is a musical portrait of the wizard, Gandalf, one of the principal 
characters of the trilogy. Born in Holland, De Meij studied 
trombone and conducting at the Royal Conservatory in the 
Hague and is presently active throughout the world as a guest 
conductor of his own works. 
Canterbury Chorale Jan Vander Roost (b. 1956) 
This quiet piece with its broad tones was originally written 
for brass band on request of Robert Leveugle, chairman of 
the composer's own band: Brass Band Midden Brabant 
(Belgium). The direct inspiration for the piece was a visit to 
the beautiful cathedral of the English city Canterbury, in which 
so many fine compositions were performed throughout the 
centuries. Later on, Van der Roost rescored this piece for 
symphonic wind band, exploring the full richness of colours 
of this ensemble. Besides solo sections for several instruments, 
there are massive tutti passages designed to make the wind 
orchestra sound like a majestic organ. 
The Planets Gustav Holst (1874-1934) 
Mars The Bringer of War 
Mars was complete in the composer's mind in the early 
summer of 1914, when the First World War was but an 
emerging threat. The work is dominated by a relentless 
hammering out of a five-four rhythm which suggests the 
relentless destruction of war. The opposition of harmony and 
rhythm is skillfully used to produce a startling aural and 
emotional effect. The movement was transcribed for band 
by the composer in 1924. 
Fugue 
Heartbeat 
UR Percussion Ensemble 
Phil Faini 
Alice Gomez 
Ray Del Savio, Jeff Bakel, Brian Pagels, Josh Pucci 
Abram's Pursuit David Holsinger (b. 1945 ) 
The music depicts an incident in the book of Genesis in which 
Lot, Abram's nephew, was captured in an invasion of Canaan 
by warring Mesopotamian kings. Abram, with only a small 
number of his servants, pursued and defeated the combined 
armies of the invaders to retrieve his kinsman. David 
Holsinger lives in Cleveland, Tennessee where he serves as 
the director of the Lee University Wind Ensemble. 
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